
Clarion hotel
Bergen airport

Hotel at the airport
Clarion Hotel Bergen Airport is an international 
conference, event and business hotel located beside 
Bergen Airport Flesland. From the airport, you can 
easily walk to the hotel in two minutes.

Music and design
The hotel has a focus on art, music and design. We 
would like our guests to feel good when they stay 
with us – feeling, smelling, tasting and embracing the 
atmosphere of a hotel with a strong and distinctive 
personality.

Fitness and recreation
There is a fitness room on the sixth floor, where you 
can run on the treadmill while watching the planes 
take off and land. We also have bicycles that can be 
borrowed in reception, and there are several excellent 
jogging, hiking and bike trails in the area. 

Relax
On the top floor we have our inviting relaxation 
centre with a steam shower and sauna. Admission is 
free to all of our guests, who can enjoy a unique view 
of the runway at Flesland. Please contact reception 
if you would like a bathrobe and slippers. Our extra 
large, wonderfully soft towels can also be found in the 
wardrobe.

Restaurant and bar
Our restaurant Sound serves delicious meals for 
breakfast and lunch, and for larger group dinners. 
Breakfast consists of a large buffet with both healthy 
and less healthy alternatives. For lunch we serve a 
buffet including both hot and cold options. Dinner is 
served in our bar and À la carte Restaurant Kitchen 
And Table by Marcus Samuelsson. Enjoy flavours 
inspired by Manhattan combined with locally sourced 
ingredients.



Hotel rooms
We know how important a good night’s sleep is both 
before and after a long day. All of our rooms have 
luxurious beds, soft duvets and pillows you can 
almost get lost in. Naturally we also provide free 
Wi-Fi, a hairdryer, an iron and ironing board, a 
kettle and room service. There is a wide selection of 
TV channels and films included in the room rate. All 
of our rooms also have a desk with plenty of space to 
do a bit of work. You can choose between a shower 
or bathtub in all room categories as well as if you 
would like to have carpeted or wooden floors (subject 
to availability).

Standard room
All of our rooms are doubles, and the majority of the 
beds are queen size, but we also have rooms with 
twin beds if you prefer. A standard double room 
comes with a double bed and large pillows, a flat 
screen TV with free movie channels, an armchair 
and a minibar. 

Superior room
The room has a view of the runway, a wonderful 
bed, large pillows, a flat screen TV with free movie 
channels, an armchair, a minibar and a kettle so you 
can make yourself a good cup of coffee or tea. In 
the bathroom you will find a hairdryer, shampoo, 
conditioner, shower gel and body lotion. You can 
choose to have a shower or bathtub.

Deluxe room
Wonderful deluxe rooms, some of which have a view 
of the runway. The room is larger than the superior 
room and has a fantastic king size bed with large 
pillows. The room also has a flat screen TV with free 
movie channels, a sofa, a minibar and a kettle so 
you can make yourself a good cup of coffee or tea. 
In the bathroom you will find a hairdryer, shampoo, 
conditioner, shower gel and body lotion.

Junior suites
A place where you can enjoy yourself. Very spacious 
room with a desk, coffee table, beautiful sofa, 
bathtub, shower and king size bed. Has all of the 
amenities (shampoo, conditioner, shower gel and 
body lotion) and coffee/tea. Includes a CD player/
radio. The flat screen TV can be turned between the 
bed and sofa.

Suites
Our suites are some of our finest rooms. Here you 
can sit in your own living room, with a desk, sofa, 
coffee table, CD player/radio, tea/coffee and all of 
the amenities. The bedroom is separate with a king 
size bed and a large flat screen TV. The bathroom 
is spacious and has both a bathtub and a shower. 
Perfect if you would like a little extra luxury.

Penthouse Suite
Pull out all the stops and upgrade to our penthouse 
suite, where you will find everything you need and 
more. The suite has two floors with a living room, 
sofa, chairs, dining room table and toilet on the first 
floor and a bedroom and bathroom on the second 
floor. The penthouse suite is perfect if you have 
guests, or maybe for your wedding night? 

Disabled Access rooms
Clarion Hotel Bergen Airport has a number of 
Disabled Access rooms designed to make your stay 
easier. Contact reception if you have questions about 
our Disabled Access rooms.

Connecting rooms
Connected superior rooms with space for a total of 
4-5 people in both rooms. A major advantage is that 
you can walk between the rooms without going out 
into the hallway. Perfect for the family!


